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Abstract

In the model of a pure exchange economy with n.}-1 commodities,

the excess demand is a continuous function from the n-dimensional

unit simplex S" to the (n t 1)-dimensional Euclidean space R"}~. A

zero point of this function is a price vector at which the demand is

equal to the supply in the economy. Such a price vector yields an

economic equilibrium. In this paper, we propose a homotopy method

on the unit simplex to compute such an economic equilibrium. This

method has a clear economic interpretation. Along the path of gener-

ated prices the excess demand of each commodity is a multiple of the

difference between the current and initial prices of that commodity.
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1 Introduction

In a pure exchange economy with n~ 1 commodities and a finite number of

consumers the excess demand is a function of the prices of the commodities.

Due to the homogeneity of the demand and supply in the prices, these prices

can be normalized to lie in the n-dimensional unit simplex, where the prices

of the commodities sum up to one. Further, an excess demand function is

continuous, satisfies Walras' law and has the property of desirability. Wal-

ras' law states that value of the excess demand vector is always zero and

clesirability implies that excess demand of a commodity is positive whenever

its price is zero. A price vector is called an equilibrium price vector for the

economy when demand equals supply, i.e. the price vector is a zero point of

the excess demand function.

In this paper we introduce a simplicial homotopy algorithm on the unit

simplex. Simplicial algorithms were introduced by Scarf in [12] (see also

[S], [13] and [14]). A simplicial algorithm subdivides the set on which the

Eiroblem is defined into simplices and searches by generating a sequence of

adjacent simplices for a simplex that contains an approximating solution to

the problem. To make an arbitrary restart, Merrill introduced [ll] a simpli-

cial homotopy algorithm on the Euclidean space. In such an algorithm the

underlying set is imbedded in a set of one dimension higher and in this set a

path of solutions is generated leaving from the solution of a trivial problem

for an approximating solution to the original problem. Van der Laan and

Talman [9] introduced a simplicial variable dimenaion restart algorithm on
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the unit simplex (see also [3] and [7] for an overview of these methods). Such

an algorithni generates a sequence of adjacent simplices of varying dimension

and initiated at an arbitrary point. This sequence contains a piecewise linear

path, connecting the starting point with an approximating solution. Instead

of using a simplicial algorithm, such a path can also be generated by a con-

Linuation method, e.g. see Allgower and Georg [1]. Kamiya introduced such

a ~nethod to find an equilibrium price vector in the set of price vectors on

which the sum of the first n prices is at most equal to one. Kamiya's method

generates a path of zero points of some homotopy function on that set, dis-

regarding the excess demand of the last commodity. Because of Walras' law

Kamiya's method can not be applied on the unit simplex itself.

By taking the vector of values of the excess demand instead of the excess

demand vector itself we are able to introduce a homotopy function on the unit

simplex. The path of zeros of this function connects an arbitrarily chosen

price vector in the relative interior of the unit simplex with an equilibrium

price vector, under some weak regularity condition. Moreover, we give a

simplicial algorithm to follow the path piecewise linearly. The price vectors

along that path have a simple economic interpretation. For every commodity

the value of excess demand is the same multiple of the difference between

the current and initial price vectors. So, for commodities in excess demand

(supply) the prices are kept larger (smaller) than the initial price value.

This property does hold not only for the first n commodities as in Kamiya's

mcthod but for all commodities simultaneously.
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The paper is organized as follows. The model of a pure exchange economy

is described in Section 2. We introduce Lhe homotopy function and the path

with an economic interpretation in Section 3. The piecewise ]inear path is

given in Section 4. Finally, we present the steps of the algorithm in Section

5.

2 Model

Suppose there are n f 1 commodities in a pure exchange economy, each of

which is represented with an index i in No given by No -{0,1, ... , n}. These

commodities are traded among m consumers, each of which is represented

with an index j in M given by M- { 1, 2, ... , m}. Consumer j has an initial

endowment of the n~- 1 commodities that is denoted by a vector w~ E Rt}',

where w; is his endowment of commodity i for i- 0,1, ..., n. We assume

that w; ~ 0 for all i and j. For a price vector p E Rttl` {0}, the budget set of

consumer j is given by B~(p) -{x E Rt}1 I pTx C pTw' and x C w}, where

w-~~ 1 w~ represents the aggregate endowment of the consumers. The

preference ordcring of consumer j over all commodity bundles is represented

by a utility function u~ : R}t~ -~ R. We assume that u~ is continuous, strictly

monotone, and strictly quasi-concave. Given a price vector p E R}tl` {0},

the demand d~(p) of consumer j at p is determined by his preference ordering

and budget constraint and equal to a solution of the nonlinear programming
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problem given by
max u~(x)

subject to x E B~(p).

Noticc that d~(p) is uniquely determined for any given price vector p and

that d~ : R~t'`{0} -~ Rtt' is continuous. From the strict monotonicity of

u~, it follows that consumer j will use up all of his income, i.e.

PTd'(P) - PT T~,

p E Rtt'` {0}. Moreover, d;(p) - w; whenever p E Rtt'` {0} and p; - 0.

Further, d~ is homogeneous of degree zero, i.e. d~(ap) - d~(p) for every

p E Rtt'` {0} and ~~ 0. Given a price vector p E R}t'` {0}, let d(p)

represent the aggregate demand of the consumers, so d(p) -~~ 1 d~(p).

Then the function d : R}t'`{0} -r Rtt' satisfies the following properties:

1. (continuity) d is continuous on R~t'` {0},

`l. (Walras' law) pTd(p) - pTw for p E R~t'` {0},

3. (relative prices) d is homogeneous of degree zero.

4. (desirability) d~(p) ~ w~ when p~ - 0.

Bec;ause of the homogeneity one can normalize a price vector p E R~t'` {0}

such that the sum of its components is equal to one. Let S" be the n-

climensional unit sirnplex, i.e. S" -{p E Rtt' ~~; op; - 1~. Given a price

vector p E S", the excess demand at p is determined by z(p) - d(p) - w.

The excess demand function z: S" -~ R"t' satisfies the following properties:
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1. z is continuous on S",

'l. pTZ(p) - 0 for p E S",

3. z;(P) 1 0 when p; - 0.

When the excess demand is zero for every commodity, we call the correspond-

ing price vector an equilibrium price vector.

3 Homotopy

In this section, we introduce the homotopy function on the unit simplex,

which underlies the method, and analyse paths ofzero points of this function.

We assume in this section that the excess demand function z: S" -~ R"t'

is continuously differentiable. Let p~ z(p) -(pozo(p), p~zl(p), ..., p"z"(p))T.

We take v to be an arbitrary point in int(S"), where int(S") is the relative

interior of S". For (t, p) E [0,1] x S", we define

h(t, p) - t(p - v) -(1 - t)p ~ z(p).

Let e-(1,1, ..., 1)T E R"t'. Then eT h(t, p) - 0, (t, p) E[0, 1] x S". Let

the set So be given by So -{y E R"t' ~ eTy - 0}. Then h is a continuously

differentiable function from the (n f 1)-manifold [0, 1] x S" to the n-manifold

So without boundary. We are interested in the zero set of h. Obviously, when

t- 1, there is only one zero point of h in {1} x S", given by (l,v).

Lemma 1 There exists a 0 G ó such that, jor every i E No, h;(t,p) G 0

whenever 0 G p; G b and (t,p) E[0,1] x S".
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Proof: Notice that z;(p) ) 0 and p; - v; G 0 if p; - 0. Then the lemma

follows immediately since [0, 1] x S" is compact. o

This lemma implies that all zero points of h are contained in [0,1] xint(S"(é)),

where S"(ó) is given by S"(ó) -{p E S" ~ ó G p;, 0 G i G n}. We assume

that 0 is a regular value of h on [0,1] x int(S"). Then there exists a path

of zero points oC h starting at (1,v) and terminating at some point (0,p')

in {0} x.S", which yields an economic equilibrium. We call this path the

homotopy path, denoted by P.

An economic interpretation of the homotopy path P from ( l,v) to (O,p')

is as follows. It holds on P that for every point (t, p) E P with t G 1,

zi(p)-ip'-v',
pi

j - 0, 1, .. . , n, where ~i - t~(1 - t). So, in economic terms, along P the

positive components of the excess demand correspond to those commodities

with prices higher than the initial ones given by v. Similarly, the price of

a commodity is lower than the initial one given by v if its excess demand

is negative. More precisely, for every commodity the value of the excess

dPmand for it is the same multiple of the difference between the prevailing

and initial prices of that commodity, i.e. p~ z(p) -,Q(p - v). Notice that

along the path Q and t need not monotonically decrease to zero.

4 Piecewise Linear Path

In this section we describe how the homotopy path p of zeros of h leaving from

(v, 0) to (p',1) can be followed by a simplicial homotopy algorithm. Such
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an algorithm subdivides the underlying space into simplices and generates a

piecewise linear path of zeros of the piecewise linear approximation of h with

respect to this triangulation. To do so, let T be a simplicial subdiviaion of

[0, 1] x aff(S") such that all the vertices of simplices of T are contained in

{0, 1} x aff(S"), where aff(S") denotes the afFine hull of S". We represent

a simplex o E T bY C y-~, yo, y~, . .., y" ~, where yk -(yk„ yo, . .., y~)T is

a vertex of v for k--1, 0, ..., n. Given y-(y-1i yo, ..., y")T E[0, 1] x

aff(S"), we define the projection of y on aff(S") by proj(y) -( yo, yl, . .. , y")T.

For a simplex Q E T, the diameter of o is given by

dia(o) - max Ilprol(y` -y~`)~~.-1G~~.cGn

'Pheu the mesh of T is given by mesh(T) - supoETdia(a). We a.ssume

mesh(T) C á. Let q : aff(S") --~ S"(b) be the continuous mapping given

by
~ ë if p~ c 6,

4i(P) -
Pi~(~tE{k ~ a~pkl Pt f~iE{k ~ pkGb} ó) otherwise,

j- 0, 1, ... , n. Recall that zero points of h are contained in (0,1] x int(S"(b)).

Thus, if h(t,q(p)) - 0 then p E S"(á). For (t,p) E {0,1} x aff(S"), let

~ p-v if2-1,

-q(p) ~ z(q(p)) otherwise.

We do not require the function z on S" to be continuously differentiable

anymore. Given a vector (t,p) E[0, 1] x aff(S"), when

-i o n
(t,P)Eo-Cy ,y,...,y ~,
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wr' define the piecewise linear approximation of h with respect to T by
n

H(t,P) - ~ akj(yk),
k--1

where ak, -1 G k G n, satisfy 0 G ak, -1 G k G n, ~k--1 ~k - 1, and

(t,P) - ~ akyk.
k--1

Clcarly, H:[0, 1] x aff(S") --~ IZ"}' is a piecewise linear and contiuuous

function. Moreover, H(l, p) - p-v, and when mesh(T) goes to zero, H(O, p)

approaches to p~ z(p) if p E Sn(á).

Let B be a positive number. The set J(B) is given by

J(B) - t(-e, e- e', ... , e"-' - e", e")T ~ O G E G B} .

Obviously, any convex set containing J(B) for some B ~ 0 is of dimension

n. Let 7k be the collection of k-dimensional faces of simplices in T for

k- 0,1, ..., n. A face in T" is called a facet. Notice that every facet is a

face of at most two simplices in T and a face of just one if and only if it lies

in {0} x aff(S") or {1} x aff(S").

Definition 1 The Jacet r E T" is complete if J(4) C H(r) jor some 9~ 0,

where H(r) -{H(y) ~ y E r}.

Clearly, there is only one complete facet contained in {1} x aff(S"). We

denote it by ro.

Lemma 2 Every simplex in T with a complete Jacet has precisely two com-

plete jacets.
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ProoL Suppose that o is a simplex in T with a complete facet r. According

to Definition 1, there is a positive number B such that J(0) C H(r). Thus,

the restriction of H on r, H~r : r~ H(r), is an affine homeomorphism.

'1'herefore, restricted on v, the piecewise linear function H is an affine trans-

formation with full row rank of n. Let p be an arbitrary (n - 1)-dimensional

face of a. 'I'hen it can be scen that J(B) fl H(p) is either finite or empty since

ll~r is an affine homeomorphism. Therefore, decreasing B if necessary, one

can find a positive number B satifying J(B) C H(r) and J(B) fl H(p) - 0.

Using the fact that H~o is an afLine transformation of full row rank of n, one

can easily see that for all 0 G e G B the set

a n H-' ((e, e- E~, .. , en-1 - e~, En)T)

is a closed line segment with one end point in the interior of r and another
end point in the interior of another fa.cet of o. The lemma follows. O

Let C"(mesh(T)) be given by

('"(rncsh(7')) -( P E R"tr ~~p; - l, -mesh(T) G p;, 0 G i G n).
l ~-o - JJJ

Lemma 3 There are no complete Jacets outside (0, 1] x C"(mesh(T)).

Proof: Let r be an arbitrary facet outside [0,1] x C"(mesh(T)). Then, for

some j, all the jth components of vertices of r are nonpositive. Let y be a

vertex of r. If y-(1,p) then f~ (1, p) - p~ - v~ G-v~ G 0. If y-(0, p) then

J~(O,p) --q~(p)z~(q(p)) G 0 since q(p) E 8S"(ó). Thus 0~ H(r). This

implies that r is not complete. O

Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, one can readily derive the following result.
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Theorem 1 Therc exists a unique sequence oJ adjacent simplices, which

slarts at the simplcx having To as its jacet and ends at a simplex having

a complete jacet that is contained in {0} x S".

'1'he projection of the zero point of H in the complete facet contained in

{0} x aff(S") with which the sequence terminates can be considered as an

approximating zero point of z. When the accuracy of approximation is not

sufHcient, to improve it, a triangulation with a smaller mesh size can be

employed and the starting point v can be chosen to be the known zero point

of H in {0} x aff(S").

5 Algorithm

As a simplicial subdivision to underly the algorithm, we take the U-triangu-

lation of aff(S") introduced in [9]. Let ek be the kth unit vector of R"t~ for

k--1,0,... ,n. We take b to be the barycenter of {0} x S", i.e.

b-(0, 1~(n ~- 1), ... , 1~(n t 1))T.

Let m be a given positive integer. The vector uk is given by

uk - (ek-' - b)~m

for k - 1,2,...,n. We set uo - e-~. We take y-(y-~,yo,...,yn)T to be a
vector in {0} x aff(S") satisfying

n
k

y-6-F.~aku
k-0
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for certain integers ak, k - O,l,...,n. Let a -(~r(0),~r(1),...,n(n)) be a

pcrrnutat.ion o( ihe clements in the set {0, 1,...,n}. '1'hen the vectors y-~,

e~o ., y" arc givcn as follows:

y-' - y,

yk - yk-' f uxlkl, k- 0,1, ..., n.

Clearly, y-~, yo, ... , y" are afLinely independent. Therefore, their convex

hull is a simplex denoted by U(y, a). Let U be the collection of all such

simplices. It can be seen that U is a simplicial subdivision of [0,1] x aff(Sn)

with mesh(U) C(n } 1)3~a~2m (see [10]). We call it the U-triangulation of

[0, 1] x aff(S") with grid size m-~. Clearly, all the vertices of simplices in U

are in {0, 1} x aff(S").

We take m to be an arbitrary positive integer such that mesh(U) c á.

The algorithm to follow the piecewise linear path of zeros of the piecewise

linear approximation H of h with respect to the underlying triangulation is

as follows.

Initialization: Take v to be an arbitrary point in int(S") and let e- 0.

Step 0: Let ro be the unique complete facet contained in {1} x aff(S").

Notice that ro is a facet containing ( l,v) and can be easily obtained

since h(1, p) - p- v on {1 } x aff(S"). Let Qo - U(y, ~r) be the unique

simplex in U with vertices y-', yo, , y" such that ro is its facet. Let

k- 0. Go t,o Step 1.

Step 1: Let Tk~~ be the uniyue other cornplcte facCt Of Ok. If rk}1 ~s con-
tained in {0} x aff(S"), go to Step 3. Otherwise, let y~ be the vertex
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of ak, not being a vertex of rkt~. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: If v--1 then set y- y f ux~ol and n-(a(1), ..., a(n), a(0)).

If -1 G v G n then set n- (~r(0),...,~r(v ~ 1),x(v),...,rr(n)}. If

v - n then set y- y - uxl"1 and rr -(~r(n), a(0), ..., ~r(n - 1)). Let

o~~~ - U(y, a) with vertices y-~, yo, ... , y", s0 rktl is a facet of aktl.

Let k- k-I- 1 and go to Step 1.

Step 3: Let (O,p`) be an arbitrary point in rk~~. Take nz to be a larger
integer. Let v- p` and c- c f 1. Go to Step 0.

Using Theorem I, one obtains the following result.

Theorem 2 Every cluster point of the sequence {p`} generated by the algo-

rilhm gives a zero point of z.

Within a finite number of steps a vector p` is generated, for which it holds

that maxo~h~„ ~zh(p`)~ G e for any a priori chosen accuracy level e 1 0.
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